Handy Brisbane Tourist Apps

Brisbane Marketing has collated a number of recommended apps for smartphone savvy delegates.

These apps cover everything from maps to wining and dining to public transport and are useful resources for anyone visiting Brisbane.

Application availability and pricing are subject to change. For more information, click through to the App Store.

---

**Airtrain**

This timetable shows all services for Brisbane’s Airtrain between the Brisbane Domestic and International Airports and the Brisbane CBD and Gold Coast.

Available on the App Store

---

**All Bikes Now (CityCycle)**

All Bikes Now uses the functions of mapping and geolocation of your iPhone to simplify access to the service by informing you in real time, about the availability of stations and the status of your account.

Available on the App Store

---

**Black & White Cabs Brisbane**

Book your taxi directly into the dispatch system & jump the often busy telephone queue when booking your cab. You will also be able to see how far away your taxi is with the LIVE tracking feature.

Available on the App Store

---

**Brisbane Airport**

The App allows you to easily look up flight information for departures, arrivals, parking, shopping and dining, terminal maps, security information, and explore places and things to do in Brisbane and beyond.

Available on the App Store

Get it on Google Play
BCEC Live

The official app of the Brisbane Convention & Exhibition Centre, Australia's most awarded and most flexible meeting and events venue, located in South Bank, Brisbane.

Brisbane Map

Brisbane Map enables you to use maps offline without internet connection. This will give peace of mind when traveling aboard knowing you will not be charged with roaming fee.

Brisbane Night Life

Brisbane Bars and Pubs - a guide to the best bars and pubs in Brisbane. This iPhone Application is a descriptive and lbs (location based service) guide to the city's bars, pubs, jazz venues, hideouts and everything in between.

Brisbane Offline Map & Guide

Brisbane Offline Map & Guide helps you to explore Brisbane, Australia by providing you with full-featured maps & a travel guide that work offline - without internet connection.

Brisbane Times

Enjoy the latest news from the sections you love on brisbanetimes.com.au.

Go Brisbane

Complete Brisbane public transport information in your hands.
Lonely Planet Brisbane
Immerse yourself in the capital of Australia’s sunshine state with Lonely Planet’s Brisbane City Guide on your iPhone.

Oz Weather
Australian weather for the iPhone - This is the Free version of the popular and much-praised Oz Weather app. It has the essentials you need, but there is an option to upgrade to the paid version for the full range of useful, attractive and fun features it offers.

QAGOMA
Use the QAGOMA app to find out what’s on at the Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of Modern Art in Brisbane, Australia and plan your visit to an exhibition, film screening or public program.

Royal ICC Events
Royal ICC Events is designed to enhance the on-site experience for attendees, speakers, exhibitors and sponsors at all events at the Royal International Convention Centre – Brisbane Australia.

Smart Maps - Brisbane
Find locations around you with a single tap! Locate a nearby restaurant, bar, attraction or even the closest bus or train station.
South Bank Pocket Guide
The comprehensive South Bank Pocket Guide App is packed with the best information on what to do and where to go at South Bank, Brisbane.

Available on the App Store | GET IT ON Google play

The Foodies' Guide to Brisbane
Discover the city's best-kept food secrets with The Foodies Guide to Brisbane.

Available on the App Store

TXT4Coffee
Make it easier for yourself to order and pay for your coffee by placing the order through the simple and easy to use TXT4Coffee App. You can order and pay for your coffee anywhere and pick it up once it's ready.

Available on the App Store | GET IT ON Google play

Wunderwalk
WunderWalk is a free app that instantly creates your ultimate outing of all the stuff you love to find: drinks, eats, shops, events, and sights. With over one million places to discover worldwide and easy real time navigation, it’s your day, your way.

Available on the App Store | GET IT ON Google play